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Most Accurate individuals:
Chanel 3B with over 400 correct answers!
Arabella in 4L with almost 2000 correct answers!
Charlie F in 5CR with 3500 correct answers!
Dalia in 6RL with over 1000 correct answers!

Well done everyone for super accuracy!

Well done to the top scoring classes:

3P- Tyler and Alicja for outstanding work in PE. They worked collaboratively to
create a sequence of symmetrical balances and thought carefully about their
transitions too!
3K - Ana and Mya for some brilliant independent working in Maths and English
this week. They have put lots of effort into taking responsibility for their own
learning.
3L - Lily for reading over 74,000 words so far this year and continuously quizzing
in and out of school - even over half term! Keerat for focusing more when working
independently, especially within literacy.
3B - Tobias for always persevering with his learning and showing brilliant learning
behaviours. Arrion for listening carefully in our first hockey session and picking up
the dribbling skills quickly.

Thanks to all those that completed the maths
challenges for Mrs Millson!

Most accurate classes on Rockstars:
3B, 4L, 5CR, 6RL

4M - Ronnie for working creativity and with expression to create some
wonderful movements as an astronaut in our first dance lesson of the term.
4H - Elijah for his contributions to class discussions this week and for
making thoughtful observations in our science lesson as we are starting to
learn about electricity.

4L - Chester for a great character description of Luna in our Literacy work on
The Chronicles of Atom and Luna.
Calli for being a great Luna in our hot seating activity.

4S - Hannah and Brooke for brilliant input into our guided comprehension
about Mae C Jemison and linking it to our previous one about Henry’s
Freedom Box.

Well done to Robin 5M, Arabella 4L and Alfie 5CR.
The reading target winners for the first half term are.
Year 3 Olivia 3P
Year 4 Tyler 4L
Year 5 Emily 5W
Year 6 Ahmed 6J
Their books are on order and shall be revealed shortly!
New reading targets have begun so get reading and
quizzing so that you can meet your target and enter the
next prize draw.

5M - Charlie, Grace and Nate for fantastic performing skills - excellent voice
projection and use of expression.
5CR - Ethan for doing research at home about Hindu deities and sharing his
learning with the class. It was great to see Ethan being engaged with learning in
class and then going home to find out more about what we covered during our
R.E lesson. Rita for creating a brilliant formal letter with excellent word choice,
sentence construction and links using adverbials. Well done, Rita and Ethan!
5W - Jeevan, Riley W and Paige for their use of expression and for projecting
their voice when performing their parts in our Shakespeare play.

6P - Miss Prior so proud of Niamh and Isaac D. They found long division tricky at
the beginning of the week but they persevered and they can now confidently
explain the method. Well done!
6T - Thurston for amazing mature and thoughtful responses to the Black Lives
Matter poetry unit! Keep up the brilliant work Thurston.
6J - Taylor, Oscar and Flynn for sharing their ideas about poems inspired by Black
Lives Matter protests. They have been able to understand what the poems are
about, make great links to their schema (their own lives, books and the world
around them) and explain their thoughts really clearly.
6RL - Taylor for his brilliant and thoughtful participation in our Black Lives Matter
poetry and Keavy for her growing independence and confidence in maths.

Year 3 - Viktor in 3B for showing great listening and thinking
carefully about using Scientific vocabulary.
Year 4 - Hannah for having the confidence to share her knowledge
in our introduction lesson on our new topic of electricity. We were
most impressed!

Year 5 - Ada for working well in a pair during science lessons and
for also presenting the life cycle of various animals successfully.
Year 6 - In science this week, 6P were researching famous
scientists - Benjamin Franklin and Thomas Edison. They created
fantastic posters/leaflets and then presented their research.
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